FILTER DISPOSAL
Action Target Disposal Program
Five of your contaminated filters and PPE. One of the challenges that shooting ranges face is how to take care of contaminated filters. Shooting ranges are responsible for all the waste they generate including verifying that it is properly disposed of or recycled. This liability is strictly governed through EPA and DOT regulations and non-compliance could result in significant penalties, potentially even criminal. Action Target will pick up and recycle HVAC and DCU filters for members of the Metals & Range Supplies Program. Contact us at 801.876.2442 to get a quote.

Low Cost Disposal
Action Target has negotiated rates to keep the cost of filter disposal lower than you would find anywhere else.
- Use your recycling credit to offset the cost of disposal.
- Save more by having our experts pick up at least 6 cubic yards of material.

Quality Replacement Filters
Action Target ships the best filters to fit any target system. We currently stock 44 of LME for brass counter index and 20% for lead. Conversion rates are set at the beginning of each calendar year.

Approved, Reliable Disposal
Action Target uses approved disposal procedures to help ranges avoid fines from government agencies and have confidence in their disposal practices.
- Our 5-gallon drums hold 600 lbs of brass (full) or 1,500 lbs of lead (three-fourths full).
- Picture of a 5-gallon drum.
- Order 20 or more to get a 10% bonus. Your $5,000 becomes $5,500.
- Use 100% of your metals credit of one pickup at our store and we will ship it for free.
- .40 S&W, .45 ACP, 38 Special, .223 Rem, and .308 Win) and can be used on all of our targets.
- Action Target Ammunition
- Action Target Range Equipment, Service Parts, and Cleaning
- Keep your rental guns secure and working smoothly with our selection of firearm storage, cleaning, and lubrication gear.
- Eye and Ear Protection
- Keep your customers safe with quality ear and eye protection designed for target shooting and tactical situations.
- Keep your range safe and clean for users with products selected for the demanding environment. Action Target uses CRA (Resource Conservation and Conservation Act) approved. SHA and EPA compliant.
- Eye Protection
- Ear Protection
- Range Cleaning
- HVAC Filters
- Cloud disposable assortment.
- Filter pickup from your range takes place within two weeks of the pickup request.
- Approved disposal programs are set at the beginning of each calendar year.
- Use your recycling credit to cover the cost of disposal.
- We will also pick up your DCU Lead dust.
- Use your recycling credit to cover the cost of disposal.
- All our filters have been carefully selected to fit the unique needs of shooting ranges.
- We offer various filter options for small or large HVAC systems.
- Picture of a filter.
- DCU Lead Dust Recycling
- Picture of a DCU lead dust.
- SHOP.ACTIONTARGET.COM
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METALS RECYCLING & FILTERS PROGRAM

COMPLIANT  
We provide a comprehensive and safe recycling collection method for your lead and brass. Our process is compliant with OSHA and EPA regulations.

CONVENIENT  
With one simple call we remove the hassle of recycling your spent lead and brass.

PROFITABLE  
With transparent published pricing based on the London Metals Exchange (LME) spot price, you can rest assured you are getting the best price for your recycled metal, even as prices fluctuate.

GUARANTEED  
Our ammo is always in stock for small and large orders and 100% warrantied for quality and performance.

THE EASIEST AND MOST PROFITABLE WAY TO RECYCLE YOUR BRASS AND LEAD  
Action Target offers a comprehensive program to ensure you get the most from your lead and brass. Our convenient system makes it easy to turn your spent metals into range supplies and ammunition for your range.

COLLECT YOUR LEAD & BRASS  
Simply collect and package lead, brass, and filters from your range.

FAST PICKUPS  
We will pick up your lead, brass, and filters within 72 hours.

CONTACT ACTION TARGET  
Schedule a pickup and lock in your LME spot price. 801.876.2442

BEST IN CLASS PAYMENT  
Receive maximum value for your lead and brass.

RANGE SUPPLIES & AMMUNITION  
Maximize your profit by using the value of your lead and brass for discounted dealer pricing range supplies and ammunition.
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**METALS RECYCLING & FILTERS PROGRAM**

**COMPLIANT**
We provide a comprehensive and safe recycling collection method for your lead and brass. Our process is compliant with OSHA and EPA regulations.

**CONVENIENT**
With one simple call we remove the hassle of recycling your spent lead and brass.

**PROFITABLE**
With transparent published pricing based on the London Metal Exchange (LME) spot price, you can rest assured you are getting the best price for your recycled metal, even as prices fluctuate.

**GUARANTEED**
Our ammo is always in stock for small and large orders and 100% warrantied for quality and performance.

**THE EASIEST AND MOST PROFITABLE WAY TO RECYCLE YOUR BRASS AND LEAD**

Action Target offers a comprehensive program to ensure you get the most from your lead and brass. Our convenient system makes it easy to turn your spent metals into range supplies and ammunition for your range.

**COLLECT YOUR LEAD & BRASS**
Simply collect and package lead, brass, and filters from your range.

**FAST PICKUPS**
We will pick up your lead, brass, and filters within 72 hours.

**BEST IN CLASS**
Maximize your profit by using the value of your lead and brass for discounted dealer pricing range supplies and ammunition.

**RANGE SUPPLIES & AMMUNITION**

**PAYMENT**
Receive maximum value for your lead and brass.

**CONTACT ACTION TARGET**
Schedule a pickup and lock in your LME spot price: 801.876.2442

**THE EASIEST AND MOST PROFITABLE WAY TO RECYCLE YOUR BRASS AND LEAD**

Action Target offers a comprehensive program to ensure you get the most from your lead and brass. Our convenient system makes it easy to turn your spent metals into range supplies and ammunition for your range.
The minimum pickup weight is only 4,000 lbs with no maximum limits. We eliminate the middle man and lock in your metal price at our warehouse, so you’ll save a lot of money. You can even sell us DCU Lead dust.

We'll also pick up your DCU Lead dust.

Get the most from your ammunition with Action Target. For more information or to schedule a pickup, call 801.876.2442 or recycle@actiontarget.com.

**FILTER DISPOSAL**

Action Target offers easy and efficient ways to dispose of your contaminated filters and PPE. One of the challenges that shooting ranges face is how to take care of contaminated filters. Shooting ranges are responsible for all the waste generated in the facility. This liability is strictly governed through EPA and DOT regulations and non-compliance can result in significant penalties, potentially even criminal. Action Target will pick up and recycle HVAC, OSHA, and EPA compliant filters for members of the Metals & Range Supplies Program. Contact us at 801.876.2442 to get a quote.

**SHOP.ACTIONTARGET.COM**

The Action Target Store is the source for everything your range needs to operate. Use your credit to purchase ammunition and other supplies you need for your range. Call 801.876.0782 or visit Shop.ActionTarget.com.

**METALS RECYCLING & FILTERS PROGRAM**

Action Target has negotiated rates to keep the cost of filter disposal lower that doing it yourself. Action Target makes it easy to dispose of your contaminated filters and PPE. Contact us at 801.876.2442 or recycle@actiontarget.com.

**FILTER DISPOSAL**

Filter Disposal.

Filter pickup from your range will take place within two weeks of the pickup request. We provide proper disposal documentation, protecting you from potential fines.

**SHOP.ACTIONTARGET.COM**

We’ll work with you to supply and customize a complimentary packaging system that best fits your range and protects your brass and lead from theft and weather damage. The simple brass and lead packaging system that best fits your range and protects your brass and lead from theft and weather damage.

We’ll work with you to supply and customize a complimentary packaging system that best fits your range and protects your brass and lead from theft and weather damage. We’ll work with you to supply and customize a complimentary packaging system that best fits your range and protects your brass and lead from theft and weather damage.

Best in Class Payment Structure

Fast, Convenient Pickup

The minimum pickup weight is only 4,000 lbs with no maximum limits. We eliminate the middle man and lock in your metal price at our warehouse, so you’ll save a lot of money. You can even sell us DCU Lead dust.

Get the most from your ammunition with Action Target. For more information or to schedule a pickup, call 801.876.2442 or recycle@actiontarget.com.
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